We consider the problem of solving adaptive control problems in the presence of an uncertain control allocation matrix. Concurrent learning adaptive control architectures are presented that simultaneously stabilize the system and estimate parameters of the system B matrix. Sufficient conditions for the boundedness of the architecture are presented. The validity of our approach is demonstrated through numerical simulations on linear multi-input multi-output models.
I. Introduction
Adaptive control is a well-established area within control theory. For adaptation to uncertain, nonlinear elements of a control system, the Model Reference Adaptive Control (MRAC) framework provides a means to achieve asymptotic tracking error convergence or ultimate boundedness of tracking error [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . Particularity, adaptive flight control has been widely studied, both experimental and theoretical. For example, model reference adaptive controllers for both fixed wing and rotary wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) have been developed and tested [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Gavrilets et al., Chowdhary and Johnson and others have extended direct adaptive control methods to fault tolerant control 18, 19 . However, most of these techniques focus on minimizing the instantaneous tracking error and are not guaranteed to learn a model of the underlying uncertainty of the system model unless system input is persistently exciting, a condition that might be difficulty or costly to enforce under typical operating conditions. Concurrent learning adaptive controllers use data, selected online and recorded, concurrently with current data for adaptation. Concurrent learning adaptive controllers can guarantee exponential closed loop stability of both the tracking and the modeling error without requiring persistency of excitation if the plant uncertainty can be linearly parameterized 20, 21 . The convergence rate has also been shown to be directly proportional to the minimum singular value of the history stack and a singular value maximizing data recording algorithm was also presented 22 . Concurrent learning controllers have been shown to simultaneously guarantee stability while learning matched modeling uncertainty for multivariable uncertain linear dynamical systems 23 . However, in that work, changes to the parameters of the control effectiveness matrix (the B matrix in the usual linear dynamical system representation:ẋ = Ax + Bu) were not considered.
In fact, adaptation to actuator uncertainties that can be represented as variations in the B matrix is a challenging problem in MRAC. Many MRAC algorithms can handle matched uncertainties in A matrix, however need to assume that the structure of the B matrix, and its parameters are fully known [1] [2] [3] [4] 10 . This assumption can be restrictive when dealing with failures or actuator degradation. Lavretsky et al. 24 have developed adaptive laws that can handle symmetric scaled loss of control effectiveness representable as a diagonal scaling matrix. Somanath shows that most MRAC methods yield only local stability when B is unknown and provide algorithms that can handle certain classes of uncertainties in the B matrix 25 . Tao et al. developed adaptive controllers for the case of unknown B matrix and actuator failures under the condition that the sign of the ideal gain matrix satisfying appropriate matching conditions is known 26 . However, it may be difficult to know the sign of the ideal gain when B is unknown.
In this paper, we present a concurrent learning approach aimed at handling uncertainties in the B matrix. The insight behind our approach is that the difficulties in dealing with actuator uncertainties could be reduced if the controller attempted to learn parameters associated with the B matrix. In particular, we leverage the exponential parameter convergence properties of concurrent learning adaptive controllers to learn changes to the B matrix after a known switch in the parameters occurs. The adaptive controller switches to using the online estimated B matrix only after certain conditions on convergence are satisfied. Thus avoiding any undesirable effects the transient in learning may cause. We further show that our control architecture guarantees that the system states remain bounded while the parameters are being learned. We demonstrate the validity of the approach on a linear multi input multi output helicopter model.
II. Concurrent Learning Adaptive Control with Uncertain B Matrix

II.A. Vehicle Level Linear Switched Dynamical System Formulation
Let a switching linear dynamical system be defined as follows,
The subscript σ will be dropped from the formulation and the analysis and design for the control laws will focus on a single switch of the dynamical system, (A old , B old ) will represent the dynamics of the system before the failure and (A new , B new ) will represent the dynamics after the switch.
II.B. Simultaneous Model Estimation and Stabilization using Concurrent Learning Adaptive Control
Concurrent learning adaptive control is used as the main tool for this objective, due to its exponential convergence guarantees 23 and its ability to estimate unknown parameters without persistency of excitation 21 . However, like other existing MRAC architectures, the concurrent learning adaptive controller relies on the knowledge of B new matrix, which is unavailable after the failure. It is possible to update the estimate of B new while controlling the system, however depending on the magnitude of perturbation in the B old matrix, this approach may render the system unstable.
To overcome this problem, a separate concurrent learning model estimation loop is implemented, which estimates the A new and B new matrices after the failure in an online fashion and updates the B old matrix in the control law only after the model estimation converges. While the model estimation loop is running, the concurrent learning adaptive controller keeps the system bounded by using the B old matrix. Once the model estimation converges, the controller uses this new information to improve the tracking performance. Details of the concurrent model estimation algorithm are given in subsection II.B.1 while the concurrent learning adaptive controller with mismatched B matrices is presented at subsection II.B.2. Finally the details on how the model estimation and control loops work together is provide in subsection II.B.3.
II.B.1. Concurrent Learning Model Estimation
Assume that the state of the system x(t) and the input signal u(t) are available or can be constructed from the measurements. Let (Â,B) represent the estimate of (A, B) and letẋ =Âx +Bu. Define error dynamics as
The objective of the model estimation algorithm is to drive (t) → 0 asymptotically. Let x i , u i for i ∈ 1, . . . , p be the data points recorded online at times t i . Concurrent learning model estimation updates are given as follows,
where Γ A , Γ B > 0. The following theorem can be proven using arguments in 21, 22 Theorem 1. Assume that the control signal u(t) is exciting over a finite interval and that the data points for concurrent learning are selected using the singular value maximizing algorithm (Algorithm 1 from 22 ), then,Â → A andB → B exponentially fast.
Remark 1.
Note that model estimation law Eqs. 2 and 3 requires the knowledge ofẋ. Mühlegg et. al showed that if a noisy estimate ofẋ is available, then the adaptation law is guaranteed to be uniformly bounded under some additional assumptions 27 . Also, note that the (t) feedback term on the model update law can be dropped, and estimates of j can be improved using a fixed point smoother 23 .
II.B.2. Concurrent Learning Adaptive Control with Unknown B Matrix
Letẋ rm = A rm x rm + B rm r represent the dynamics of the reference model to be used in MRAC architecture, where r(t) is the reference signal. Assume A rm is Hurwitz and P is the solution to the Lyapunov equation A T rm P + P A rm + Q = 0, where Q ∈ R n×n is a positive definite matrix. Let the control law be of the form
where K ∈ R n×m and K r ∈ R 1×m . Assume that matching conditions hold, i.e. there exits as K * and K * r such that,
After substituting the control law to the system equation and performing algebraic manipulations, the following form of the error dynamics e(t) = x − x rm is obtained,
The objective of the controller is to update K, K r such that error dynamics e(t) = x − x rm and weight error dynamicsK = K − K * ,K r = K − K * r are asymptotically stable. When the control assignment matrix B is available to the designer, it has been shown in 23 , that concurrent learning satisfies this objective exponentially fast without needing persistency of excitation. In this section we will extend this work to deal with the case where the control allocation matrix, B, is unknown.
LetB be a fixed estimate of the B matrix which is available to the controller. Assume that the A matrix is known. Let x i , r i be the i th data point recorded online, define the error variablesˆ K j andˆ Kr as,ˆ
The concurrent learning weight update laws are given as,
The following theorem states that as long as the estimateB is close enough to B, the system [e,K,K r ] is bounded.
Theorem 2. Consider the system in Eq. 1, the control law in Eq. 4, and weight update laws in Eqs. 10 and 11. Assume that the reference signal r(t) is exciting over a finite interval and that the data points for concurrent learning are selected using the singular value maximizing algorithm (Algorithm 1 from 23 ). In addition assume that B −B is bounded, sgn(B) = sgn(B), and pairs (A, B) and (A,B) are controllable. Then the zero solution (e,K,K r ) of the closed loop system is uniformly ultimately bounded.
The proof is presented in the appendix. Given the above theorem, the following corollary is immediate if one considers the case when the control allocation matrix B is completely known. Corollary 1. In addition to the assumptions of Theorem 1, ifB = 0, i.e. the control allocation matrix B is known to the controller, then the zero solution (e,K,K r ) of the closed loop system is exponentially stable, that is the tracking error and weight error dynamics converge to zero exponentially fast.
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows from that of Theorem 2 withB = 0. This result has been proven in Theorem 1 of 23 under the assumption thatB = 0.
II.B.3. Safe Model Estimation Using Switched Control
The model estimation method described in section II.B.1 and the control law described in section II.B.2 can be combined to build a switched control model estimation algorithm that concurrently learns the model and stabilizes the UAV after failures. We assume that there is a separate health monitoring system that signals to controller that a failure is occurred. The basic idea of the switched control algorithm is to use the control law developed in section II.B.2 to keep the system bounded without the knowledge of (A new , B new ), while the parameter estimation law developed in section II.B.1 estimates the new system model in the background. Once the new system model is estimated, controller switches to newly learned model to stabilize the system. This process is described in Algorithm 1. Proof. Boundedness of the system during the model estimation process is guaranteed by Theorem 2 and since the model estimation law is proven to be exponentially fast by Theorem 1, as long as t tol is big enough, Algorithm 1 is guaranteed to converge to the new model after the failure in finite time. After Algorithm 1 terminates, Corollary 1 implies that the control law, Eq. 4, will stabilize the system.
III. Simulation Results
III.A. Performance of the Safe Model Estimation Algorithm
In this subsection, stand alone performance of the safe model estimation and control algorithm (Algorithm 1) is verified on a helicopter model taken from 28 and a fixed wing unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) from 29 . The helicopter model is a fairly large scale linear system, consisting of 11 states and 4 inputs. The fixed wing UAV has 8 states and 4 inputs.
In the simulation, the system was initialized with complete knowledge of A and B and a failure was induced at the 20 second mark. Then the controller uses Algorithm 1 to continue operation.
The velocities track the references with some error which decays in about 20 seconds. The angular velocities track the reference command with some error that is also decaying after the failure in Fig. 1 . After the failure, total model estimation error rapidly converges towards zero near the 60 seconds mark in Fig. 2 . Between 20 − 60 seconds mark, controller uses the B old matrix to keep the system bounded. After the 60 seconds mark controller switches to B new matrix provided by the model estimator to control the system, and tracking error rapidly decreases to zero. Figures 3 and 4 are from the fixed wing unmanned aerial vehicle from 29 . Fig. 3 shows sideslip angle tracking, roll rate, yaw rate, and Euler Roll angle rate of the UAV. Fig. 4 shows the evolution of certain elements of the A and B matrices. The estimated A and B matrices are approaching the values of the old A and B matrices after the failure which happened at the 15 second mark in these two figures.
III.B. Performance of a Combined Concurrent Learning Controller and Estimator
In this section we analyze the performance of the adaptive controller that is implemented through the following three equations: 
That is, the concurrent learning controller attempts to figure out the ideal control gains as well as the B matrix at the same time. The A matrix is not estimated. The following known and unstable A matrix is considered:
III.B.1. Results with known sign of B
Here we examine a system with known sign of the control allocation matrix. We will apply adaptive control, then concurrent learning adaptive control and then concurrent learning with model estimation adaptive control to the system. The B matrix for this simulation is defined to be:
The controller starts with the following estimate of the B matrix (B):
which makes B andB have the same sign. As shown in Fig. 5-8 , the system works with only a normal adaptation law because the sign of the B matrix is the same as the sign of theB matrix. The noise in the signal does have some effect and note that the weights never arrive to the ideal weights in Fig. 8 which indicates that no learning of the underlying system has taken place. In Fig. 9 -12, the system is affected less by the noise in the signal when using concurrent learning to update the adaptive weights. The tracking error is smaller in Fig. 10 than in Fig. 6 with no concurrent learning. The weights never arrive to the ideal weights in Fig. 12 either. So concurrent learning is working to bound the system, but because of the differences between B andB, the adaptive weights are not arriving at the ideal weights. Then in Fig. 13-16 , the system is using concurrent learning and is also estimating the B matrix. The tracking error is on the same order as Fig. 10 and less than when the system did not use concurrent learning. Note that the weights arrive at the ideal weights in Figs. 16 . This shows that the controller has learned the underlying model to be able to drive the weights to their ideal values. 
TheB matrix is still an identity matrix so the sign is off on two elements. Using the same update law as previous example, the system is controlled while the B matrix is identified. Running this simulation with the adaptive law with no concurrent learning or estimation of B causes unbounded output.
In Figs. 18-20, the system is controlled while the B matrix is estimated. This is a particularly difficult problem because the sign of the initial estimate of the B matrix (B) is not correct. Correspondingly it can be seen that the controller, including the adaptive weights in Fig. 20 , diverges in the beginning, but converges after the estimateB converges to the right B matrix. The control input in Fig. 19 is larger initially than in Figs. 7, 11, or 15, but then settles down to comparitively similar magnitudes asB converges to B. Once again, the adaptive weights converge to their ideal values in Fig. 20 .
IV. Conclusions
We have shown an algorithm to safely switch between controllers while the new model is estimated and displayed results of using that algorithm on a helicopter model and a fixed wing unmanned aerial vehicle. We have also shown a that concurrent learning adaptive control in the context of a model reference adaptive controller identifies the control allocation matrix even when the sign of the estimate,B, is not equal to the sign of the B matrix. Concurrent learning adaptive control also drives adaptive weights to their ideal values and causes exponentially quick convergence with less error than adaptive control without concurrent learning.
V. Appendix
Proof of Theorem 1
Proof. Let ζ = [e, vec(K), K r ] T and define the following Lyapunov candidate,
It is possible to bound the Lyapunov candidate above and below with the following positive definite functions. Let [t 1 , t 2 , ..., t p ], t i+1 > t i be the sequence of times where each data was recorded. Taking the derivative of the Lyapunov candidate along trajectories of the system for each interval [t i , t i+1 ] and performing simplifications, we get:
Define,˜ =ˆ − ,B =B − B,
Note that the matrix Ω = p j=1 x j x T j is positive definite. Bounding the inequality above using norms and the triangle inequality,
+ K e 2 P B + K r r e P B + K P Note that as long as the matrix Ω is full ranked (which can be guaranteed if the reference signal r is exciting over a finite interval [0, T ] 23 ) and sgn(B) = sgn(B), the first three terms on the right hand side of the inequality above are negative-definite. Conservative bounds on the rest of the right hand side terms can be found as follows: The matrix A rm of the reference model is assumed to be Hurwitz and the reference signal r is always bounded, therefore there exist scalars c r , c xrm > 0 such that x rm < c rm , r < c r . Note that B is assumed to be bounded, therefore there exists a scalar c B such that P B < c B . Finally, note that the error termsˆ are functions of recorded data x j , r j , which are bounded by assumption and do not evolve with time. Therefore there exist scalars c x , c r > 0 such that P p j=1 x j˜ K < c x , P p j=1 r j˜ Kr < c r . Hence,
Therefore, for sufficiently large λ min (Q), λ min (Ω), and p j=1 r 2 j ,V (ζ) ≤ 0 outside of a compact set. To see that the set is indeed compact, note that the terms on the right hand side of Eq. 21 yield three quadratic inequalities in e , K and K r . A conservative estimate of the positively invariant set within which the solutions are bounded can be found by solving these quadratic inequalities for each variable while assuming that other two variables are non-zero. First we check the case where K > 0, K r > 0. In this case, Secondly, we consider the case e ≥ 0, K r ≥ 0. In this case,V (ζ) ≤ 0 if
Then we check the case where e ≥ 0, K ≥ 0.
Inequalities 22-25 characterize the compact set outside of whichV (ζ) ≤ 0. Therefore, all solutions will eventually end up within this set, which in turn proves that the system [e,K,K r ] is uniformly ultimately bounded. 
